
  
  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    3 Award Winning London Clinics!

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Up to 60% Off Laser Hair Removal Packages. Book A Free Consultation now!
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                            New York Laser Clinic

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            London’s Award-Winning Luxury Aesthetics Group

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            Established in 2004, New York Laser Clinic is London’s finest aesthetics clinic group. Our three state-of-the-art locations provide medically-developed treatments that are safe, highly effective and require minimal downtime. Discover why we’ve been awarded ‘Top Clinic in London’ for ten years in a row, and start your journey towards a more confident, radiant you with NYLC.
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                            Over 300,000 successful treatments
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                            Three state-of-the-art London clinics
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                            Medical grade technology
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                            Award-winning aestheticians
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                            Latest Special Offers

                            Save on our most popular aesthetic treatments with the latest special offers from NYLC London. Hurry, these limited time offers don’t hang around for long!

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            All treatments
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                              Price match

                              
                                We will price match any London Competitor using a similar medical grade laser machine and give a discretionary 10% off.

                                Please note we will need to see proof of quote from competitor.
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                              Recommend a friend and get £50.00 each

                              
                                If you recommend a friend to come and have a treatment with us at The New York Laser Clinic you will both receive £50.00 off your next booking.

                              

                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          ALL SPECIAL OFFERS
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            T&C’s apply, contact us for more details.

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Proven, Powerful Aesthetic Treatments From NYLC

                            New York Laser Clinic is London’s leading provider of medically-developed aesthetic treatments for skin, hair and body contouring. Whether you want to rediscover your inner glow with a tailored skin treatment, achieve your ideal shape with body contouring or permanently tackle stubborn hair growth, we’ve got the right beauty treatment to suit your needs.
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                              Laser Hair Removal
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                              Skin Peel Treatments
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                              Skin Treatments
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                            Featured NYLC London treatments
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                            Laser Hair Removal

                            NYLC is London’s leading provider of long-lasting, effective and pain free treatment. We use the most advanced, gold standard, medical-grade lasers to provide highly effective results for every skin type – speak with us today about your personalised treatment plan.

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            BOOK LASER HAIR REMOVAL AT NYLC LONDON

                          

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            CLATUU Fat Freezing Treatment

                            The CLATUU fat freezing cryolipolysis technology we use here at NYLC London is some of the most advanced fat freezing technology in the world. Our technology can completely dissolve stubborn fat cells and leave you feeling smooth and confident. We have treated hundreds of happy clients so far, with fabulous, long lasting results!

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            CLATUU Treatment AT NYLC LONDON
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                            Discover NYLC London Clinics:

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            Three Stunning, State-Of-The-Art Locations

                          

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Fulham 

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            
                              
                            

                            
                              
                                1 Farm Ln,

                                Fulham, London,

                                SW6 1PU

                              

                            

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            

                            
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            Baker Street

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            
                              
                            

                            
                              
                                34A Paddington St,

                                Marylebone, London

                                W1U 4HG

                              

                            

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            

                            
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            Liverpool Street

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            
                              
                            

                            
                              
                                46 Bishopsgate,

                                London

                                EC2N 4AJ

                              

                            

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            

                            
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Glowing reviews

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            
                              
                                
                                  
                                    
                                      Was recommended by a friend to come here to see Shiv for laser and it was the best decision I made. Not only is she so informative about all the treatments but she also makes every visit entertaining! I now do all my skin treatments here too.

                                      Definitely worth a visit!!

                                      

                                      - ANGELA

                                    

                                  

                                

                              

                            

                            
                              
                                
                                  
                                    Great place and effective treatment!

                                    
                                      Amazing place with amazing people. The laser hair removal treatment is very effective and much less painful than traditional ones. They offer great package deals and are very honest people, they care about your best interest and not just trying to take your money. My therapist was Roberta and was very very happy with the service. Very professional, great with her work and funny! Definitely will keep coming her and recommend to anyone!

                                      

                                      - LAURA

                                    

                                  

                                

                              

                            

                            
                              
                                
                                  
                                    Fantastic experience

                                    
                                      Fantastic experience at The New York laser clinic, just after few treatments I started seeing amazing results. I went there for my 5th laser treatment last week with Aesthetician Practitioner Patrice and she makes you feel comfortable and welcome from the moment she meets you. I can 100% recommend this place for quality treatments with skilled aestheticians.

                                      

                                      - CHRISTINA

                                    

                                  

                                

                              

                            

                            
                              
                                
                                  
                                    Good service

                                    
                                      I have been going to the Baker Streer clinic for years for microneedling and laser removal and have always had good experiences. Friendly knowledgeable staff - would recommend

                                      

                                      - CM

                                    

                                  

                                

                              

                            

                            
                              
                                
                                  
                                    Fabulous service

                                    
                                      Fabulous service. All the staff are friendly and greet you with a smile. I had laser hair removal and my therapist Eva was great, when it got to the more painful areas she was so kind and let me hold her hand! Everyone here has a passion for what they do. I would highly recommend it. And I am really pleased with the results of my laser hair, my bf keeps telling me how soft my legs are.

                                      

                                      - TILLY
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                            Meet Our Expert Aestheticians…
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                                      Camelia

                                      
                                        
                                          I am a senior Aesthetic Practitioner with over 10 years experience. My expertise is focused on skin treatments & a combination of treatments to achieve the best results.
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                                      Roberta

                                      
                                        
                                          I am Brazilian and it is in my culture to appreciate inner and outer beauty. I am a very hard worker and strive to learn more. I love meeting new people and making them happy. Seeing a client walk out from my place of work with a smile on their face, happy and relaxed because of a treatment they had with me makes me incredibly happy.
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                                      Shiv

                                      
                                        
                                          Hello, I am Shiv, a senior Laser and Aesthetic Practitioner at NYLC. I studied at YCOB gaining qualifications of CIDESCO, CIBTAC, and ITEC. I have over 15 years of experience in the Aesthetics industry and I specialise in Obagi amongst other non-surgical treatments.
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                                      Shiny

                                      
                                        
                                          I have been working in NYLC for 14 years as a Laser Practitioner. This is a most cost-effective, non invasive procedure, which can result in guaranteed permanent hair reduction. We provide outstanding services to all our customers. I am passionate about all the treatments that we provide.
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                                      Antoaneta

                                      
                                        
                                          I am a qualified Aesthetic Practitioner and have been working in the industry for more than 6 years. Since the very beginning of my career I’ve been very fortunate to both work and travel around the world on a cruise ship which gained me a lot of invaluable experiences. Since joining the New York Laser Clinic I have thoroughly enjoyed working with all my team members and love my clients and job!
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                                      Michelle

                                      
                                        
                                          Graduating from the London College of Fashion, I have worked in aesthetics industry for over 15 years. I’ve worked with many prestigious establishments and enjoyed learning, keeping my knowledge current and staying abreast with new technology.
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                                      Patrice

                                      
                                        
                                          I am a NYQ and VTCT Level 4 qualified laser and skin Aesthetic Practitioner who is passionate about my role. I have been in industry since 2014 and have continued to grow and progress. My passion within the industry is to make people feel beautiful and confident within their own skin. 
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                                      Jackie

                                      
                                        
                                          My passion has always been to make people feel beautiful within their own skin. Laser hair treatments are by far my favourite treatments to perform, with my clients seeing amazing results.
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                                      Karina

                                      
                                        
                                          I’m an experienced Level 4 Aesthetics Therapist with a strong background in beauty. I can perform a range of aesthetic treatments including laser and other device-led treatments.

                                        

                                      

                                    

                                  

                                

                              

                            

                            
                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            How To Book an Appointment for Non-Surgical Facelifts In London
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                                Book a free consultation
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                            The Latest News From NYLC
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                                  What is HIFU? Exploring Non-Surgical Face Lifts

                                  
                                    
read more
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                                  How To Prepare For Laser Hair Removal: The Complete Guide

                                  
                                    
read more
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                                  Benefits of a Chemical Peel: Discovering Healthier Skin

                                  
                                    
read more
                                  

                                
                              

                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Sign up to our newsletter

                            
                              Get the latest news, insider tips and special offers from NYLC London - sign up to our email newsletter now!

                            

                          

                          
                            
                              

                              
                                Success!

                              

                              
                                Name 

                                Email 

                                 Join Now

                              
   
                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            New York Laser Clinic FAQs

                          

                        

                        
                          
                            What does New York Laser Clinic do?

                            
                              New York Laser Clinic provides medically-developed aesthetic treatments that are specially designed to address your skin, hair or body concerns, without requiring down time or causing discomfort. Our highly trained aestheticians are passionate about bringing you the latest innovations in hair removal, skin therapy and body contouring, from PRP facials to microdermabrasion.

                            

                          

                          
                            What is a medispa and why are you called New York Laser Clinic + Medispa?

                            
                              A medispa, short for ‘medical spa’ is able to offer advanced aesthetic treatments such as medical fat freezing, vampire facials, laser hair removal and injectables, thanks to the medically-trained aestheticians and specialist consultants on staff. NYLC’s staff are highly trained and qualified to perform advanced aesthetics, using the latest, medical-grade technology and medically-developed treatments.

                            

                          

                          
                            What happens during my free initial consultation?

                            
                              During your free initial consultation our team of highly trained professionals will advise you on the right aesthetics treatment for your needs, and talk you through the process. We will plan your treatment journey with you and advise how to prepare for your treatment, as well as how to maintain results afterwards.

                            

                          

                          
                            What sort of special offers do you have?

                            
                              New York Laser Clinic offers time-limited discounts on some of our most popular aesthetics treatments. Our discounts change from week-to-week, so the best way to find out which offers are currently available is to subscribe to our email newsletter. You can also check out our special offers page.

                            

                          

                          
                            What treatments do you offer?

                            
                              NYLC offers a wide range of aesthetic treatments to treat lots of different body, skin and hair concerns. From laser hair removal to anti-ageing facials, we can identify the right medically-developed treatment to suit your individual concerns and tailor a bespoke treatment plan that suits your skin type and schedule. Why not request a free initial consultation with our expert aestheticians to discuss your needs?

                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Treatment brands we offer
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